PIGSKIN TOURNAMENT GROUP
PARTICIPANT PASS - SIDELINE CREDENTIALS
We at the Pigskin Tournament are proud to be celebrating our 21st Annual Year.
We will be spending greatly again this year in order to protect the Integrity, Enjoyment and
Safety of your Sidelines during all of your games.
This is designed to save you as a participating family member or team friend or fan,
considerable amounts of money while assisting our security and management teams to
identify any opposing Team Coaches, Families or occasional disruptive individuals. All of
which DO NOT belong on YOUR SIDELINES.
Your Sidelines will be monitored and patrolled by our Pigskin Security Staff for the safety and
“Family-Friendly” enjoyment. Your credential and its corresponding information will
immediately let our staff know if we have someone “Out of Place”.
Each field will have a ROPED OFF SIDELINE and all Spectators must display this pass, with
the exception of the small children under 12 in order to be on the field affiliated with the team
sideline during games. If more than one child or two of different age levels exist, as players on
separate teams, the credential will be coordinated for all teams of the same camp.

Only One Credential Per Person & it's affiliated…
FREE FOOD & Giveaways and Discounts is permitted
Spectators without credentials may purchase one pass. However only one pass per attendee
will be honored for all the discounts & giveaways at the field management tent. This will be at
game day prices. Any spectators, without credentials will be asked to move to the end zone
or sidewalk areas to watch games.

$69 to Over $300 VALUE for
ONLY $25 per CREDENTIAL HOLDER
The Tournament is Providing to ALL CREDENTIAL HOLDERS

VALUE

3 meals for 3 days including (hot dog, chips snacks drinks soda bottled water)

$21

A nice cup of hot coffee or hot chocolate daily

$6

The pigskin draw tournament string backpack Bag

$8

Commemorative event dog tags metal as attendee

$5

A one-time purchase of the Event T-shirt for only $5. This shirt will be selling for $12 at the
event. This is limited to one shirt per credential only

$7

$10 off any pigskin purchase of $35 or more. This is for only one purchase per credential

$10

With your credentials, you are eligible for the daily giveaways. Special gifts could range from
$12 to $250
Taking steps to make everything Safer PRICELESS

$12 - $250

PRICELESS

So as you can see with the GIVEWAYS on Food, Apparel and Merchandise alone… Your
Value is at least TRIPLE!! For this reason this pass is strictly limited to ONLY ONE per
ATTENTEE. Passes can be bought for registered Players but limited to ONE PASS as well…
in ALL INSTANCES and giveaways and discounts will still apply.
By taking advantage of these savings, we at the Tournament help to ensure that you and your
friends and family will enjoy this experience and will have Long Lasting Memories of these
Games, as well as, Keepsakes! All of which are designed to return Home “Safely with You”
We are throwing in a couple discounts and bonuses to all PRE-BOUGHT passes through our
website prior to the beginning of the tournament, as seen above as well as at PIGSKIN.info.

FOLKS ENJOY
Most of all please let us know if any Person, Place or Thing interrupts your experience. We
are after all ONE BIG FAMILY - ONE BIG TEAM for all the kids and their BRIGHT
FUTURES.

Put on your Helmets…
We're going in!!!

